
Destination Science 
Summer Science Camp

Roller Coaster & BioBot Camp                             All New!

Build your own BioBot Explorer and discover the physics of coasters and games
Be first in line at the Wildlife Coaster Park.  Create wacky coasters and take home your own roller coaster ride 

and carnival fun.  Defy gravity with drops, twists and turns. Discover amusement park games with your own 

motorized bowl-o-rama.   Ignite your inertia and experiment using Newton’s laws of motion. Build an all-in-

one battery and solar-powered BioBot that transforms into 5 different creatures to explore the 5 major earth 

biomes. Your BioBot will roam the desert, tundra, taiga, grassland, and rainforest to learn about wildlife care and 

conservation. Discover the science behind bubble magic, flashing lights, arachnids, and insects.  Get ready for a 

wild adventure!

Rescue Robot Mystery Camp                            All New!    

Calling all Robot Builders!  Enter the DS robot lab to design and build your very own Rescue Robot  
Can you train your bot to overcome diverse terrain challenges to reach and retrieve the hidden crystal treasure?  

Parade, race and battle your one-of-a-kind robot creation. Introducing the all new Solar MiniBot!  But wait…they 

were here but now they’re gone! Join the DS detective squad to solve this mystery by following the clues and 

accept the challenge of mastering forensic science. Become the detective that brings the MiniBots back to camp 

and home with you.  This thrilling camp includes building your own electric alarm and turbo air machine, spinning 

gyro tops and more!

Artemis Moon Mission Camp        All New!

Rocket into space & discover NASA’s mission to explore the moon while building your very own LTV
Are you ready to live on the moon?  Join the DS space force and NASA to prepare to inhabit the moon. Build your 

own motorized Lunar Terrain Vehicle (LTV) to explore the moon’s surface.  Lift-off into space with crewed and 

uncrewed rocket science to uncover moon mysteries as we reenact Artemis I and explore the future with Artemis 

II and III.   Launch rockets fueled by air pressure, blasting water, and bubbly reactions. Discover the secret behind 

launch windows as you build and master your motorized launcher.  Explore planets, dry ice comets, rocks and 

minerals and encounter aliens and more.  Ready to have a blast? The countdown starts now!

An Architect

An Engineer

An Astronaut

An Inventor

One Day I 
Can Be...

The Fun Science Day Camp for Curious Kids Ages 5 to 11!

  Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00am - 3:00pm 
               

  Locations:  Over 100 locations nationwide
                      Redeemable at most locations 
                      Visit our website for dates and
     locations near you

DESTINATIONSCIENCE.ORG
info@DestinationScience.org 


